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		Thoroughly updated for its Second Edition, Hospital Medicine offers practical, evidence-based guidelines for the care of hospitalized patients. The only book geared directly and exclusively to inpatient management—and edited by the national leaders of the hospitalist field—Hospital Medicine includes indications for admission, guidelines for consultation, procedures for hospital discharge, diagnostic algorithms, and critical paths detailing effective, outcomes-oriented treatment plans for a range of diseases and disorders. New chapters in this edition focus on the hospitalist's increasing role in providing critical care, managing surgical patients with medical co-morbidities, ensuring patient safety and preventing adverse events, and directing hospital systems areas such as informatics, quality improvement, and practice management.

	
		Subscribe to Lippincott's Interactive Anesthesia Library and get online access to the fully searchable content of Hospital Medicine and of the most critically acclaimed references in anesthesiology, critical care, and pain management.
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Intelligent Learning Infrastructure for Knowledge Intensive Organizations: A Semantic Web PerspectiveInformation Science Publishing, 2005


	In the knowledge society, the traditional facts of business life are volatile and

	not given. Every organization is challenged in this context, to enrich its sensors,

	and its internal processes toward the exploitation of tangible and intangible resources.




	During the last few years, an important shift in management...
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Visual Basic.NET at Work: Building 10 Enterprise ProjectsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
Build 10 of the most sought after Visual Basic .NET enterprise applications–now!    

Tired of the typical VB.NET reference books that only provide a little information on a lot of topics? Looking for real-world examples of how to use .NET in your day-to-day enterprise projects? Youve come to the right place.    

In Visual...
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Getting Started with Adafruit FLORA: Making Wearables with an Arduino-Compatible Electronics PlatformMaker Media, Inc, 2015

	
		This book introduces readers to building wearable electronics projects using Adafruit's tiny FLORA board: at 4.4 grams, and only 1.75 inches in diameter, and featuring Arduino compatibility, it's the most beginner-friendly way to create wearable projects. This book shows you how to plan your wearable circuits, sew with...
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Hands-On Recommendation Systems with Python: Start building powerful and personalized, recommendation engines with PythonPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		With Hands-On Recommendation Systems with Python, learn the tools and techniques required in building various kinds of powerful recommendation systems (collaborative, knowledge and content based) and deploying them to the web

	
		Key Features

		
			Build industry-standard recommender systems

...
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Introduction to Chemical Engineering ComputingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
An innovative introduction to chemical engineering computing
    As chemical engineering technology advances, so does the complexity of the problems that arise. The problemsthat chemical engineers and chemical engineering students face today can no longer be answered with programs written on a case-by-case basis. Introduction...
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Machine vision – applications and systemsInTech, 2012

	Vision plays a fundamental role for living beings by allowing them to interact with the environment in an effective and efficient way. The Machine Vision goal is to endow computing devices, and more generally artificial systems, with visual capabilities in order to cope with not a priori predetermined situations. To this end, we have to take...
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